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John Rulapaugh, founder of a group known for its dynamic energy and prowess, Freedom,
raises the bar even higher, as he introduces Freedom Quartet. 

The quartet's new line up is the "creme dela creme" of Gospel music.  

The new lead singer has an array of accolades and accomplishments and is best known for his
days with the group, Perfect Heart.  He is Dale Shipley.  Read more about him at daleshipley.c
om . 

Filling the baritone position for the group is Preston Garner.  Garner is not only a notable
vocalist with a vast array of experience. He is also a music minister and worship pastor and has
a very clear understanding of leading an audience to the throne of God.

      Taking the bass position is one of the most talented bass singers to grace a Gospel music
stage.  He is none other than Burman Porter.

Along with the solid and seamless tenor singing of Rulapaugh, this combination is poised to be
one of the most cutting edge and impacting Gospel music ministries of the decade.

"The departure of my friend Josh Garner from Freedom's lineup left a great void, one that could
not easily be filled," shares Rulapaugh.  He continues, "Since the inception of Freedom, it was
always our desire to have a great quartet. There have been several opportunities to make that
move, but the timing was never right. Over the past few weeks the Lord has really made His
plans evident in our lives and we are thrilled with the new starting place He has set for us. I
couldn't be more happy than with the addition of my old friend, Burman Porter, to the lineup of
Freedom. Many will remember that Burman and I worked together on two previous occasions;
First with The Dove Brothers Quartet and, then, with Palmetto State Quartet. There's so much
to tell about how this decision and direction unfolded…and not nearly enough space here to tell
it all. Over the coming days and weeks I will share the details of how this all came to be. If
you're interested in the "back story," visit and join our website.  You can sign up for free and
receive all the latest news from the group."

The group is partnered with a premiere booking agency, Mountain Top Talent (one entity of the
mutil-faceted Michael Davis & Associates).  Mountain Top will be heading up their scheduling.

Michael Davis expresses, "John Rulapaugh has done it again by assembling one of the
strongest personnel lineups to come along in quite sometime.  The move from trio to quartet will
be well received by John's fan base.  I am very excited about the future of the Freedom
Quartet."

The quartet is looking forward to getting into the studio soon for their first full recording together.
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To meet and follow the exciting happenings of this outstanding quartet, visit their brand new
website, coming soon, at www.freedomquartet.com .  

You can find them on Facebook at www.facebook.com/freedomquartet  and follow them on
Twitter at twitter.com/fr
eedomquartet
.

To learn more about all of the artists who call the Dominion Agency home, visit mountaintoptal
ent.com  and 
michaeldavisandassociates.com
. To schedule the Freedom Quartet and other wonderful artists with Michael Davis And
Associates, call 828-454-5900 or email 
michael@michaeldavisandassociates.com
.
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